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Spring is the season of new growth – the trees have been dormant in the winter chills. 
Spring is the season of hope – hope of potential is experienced afresh.

What do you hope for?
What new aspects of your life do you want to take hold of? To create?

This is your moment to create a new way of being in the world.

Please join me in the workshop of your choice to grow into your fullest potential this 
new season!

Steph

Spring  
2017

An introduction to Time to Think, the work of 
Nancy Kline which is embedding the neuroscience 
of how we can best think independently through 
practical, experiential learning. 
“A conversation is not two people talking, rather  
it is two people thinking together.” – Nancy Kline. 

Dates: Sep 20, Oct 12 or Nov 9 

Time: 9h00 to 16h30 
Cost: R800 for the day, including refreshments  
and a light lunch.

Booking essential

“By not interjecting or interrupting, solutions often 
emerge!” Ram Bitcham – Standard Bank

“Thankyou for empowering me!”  
Hasina Mahomed – Principal , Alpha Primary

A three-day programme to learn this key  
coaching tool that is most useful for coaches, 
counsellors, facilitators, mentors and  
mediators who wish to deepen their work with 
learning the art of enabling clients to think for 
themselves.

Dates: Oct 11&12 and third day to be finalised 
Time: 9h00 to 16h30
Cost: R800 per day or R2200 if you pay for all 
three days before October 5th, includes  
refreshments and a light lunch.

Booking essential

“I found this empowering – found the  
reminder of how to listen effectively as well as the 
think-through process very  
beneficial .” Sue Jacobson– Deputy Head of  
Foundation Phase

Are you at a crossroads in your personal or  
professional life? Are you faced with indecision? 
Are your choices overwhelming?

Take a day to care for yourself and get  
clarity about the way forward.

Date: September 25 

Time: 9h00 to 16h30 
Cost: R950 per person, including refreshments and 
a light lunch. 

Booking essential

“A very enlightening journey! Embarked on a process 
of self-discovery in an intimate and personal  
manner which surprised and thrilled me at the same 
time! Being outside of my comfort zone has never felt 
so comfortable! Garth Loest – SAGE SA

Re-authoring  
your life

Thinking  
Partnership

Time to Think  
Master Class
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